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Quality and diversity
at an energizing Cartoon Forum
For the 6th consecutive year, the French city of Toulouse hosted the 28th edition of
Cartoon Forum, the co-production platform for European animation series that has fasttracked European animation to the front row.
Following 27 editions now, 711 projects have been funded for a total amount of 2.5
billion euros. Since the beginning, 37% of the projects were financed and 42% the last 10
editions. During this edition, professionals were more present in the rooms than last
years.

A year of excellence
According to broadcasters and investors, this edition was the best in terms of projects’
quality with a great diversity of genres, content, graphics and audience. The overall level
of quality is increasing continuously.
82 projects from 23 countries have been presented to participants from 40 countries
which included 950 producers, investors, broadcasters, buyers, SVoD/VoD platforms
such as Netflix, Amazon, Hopster TV, MoMedia TV, SK Broadband and WildBrain
International.
France was once again very present in the top 10 presentations that have aroused keen
interest: "Stinky Dog" (Dandelooo), "The School of Magic" (TeamTO), "Shooom’s
Odyssey" (Picolo Pictures), "MOKA" (Xilam Animation), "PaperToyz" (Samka
Productions), "When I Was Your Age" (Monello Productions), "King of Space" (Cyber
Group Studios), "Galactic Agency" (Studio 100 Animation), "Kate & Sushi" (Monkey
Eggs), "The Baker Street Four" (Folivari).
Other highlights were the English "Elle & Everest" (Lawrence Hadley Buck), the Belgians
"Ollie" (Lunanime) and "The Agriculture Fair" (PANIQUE!), the Irish "The Slimfoots" (JAM
Media), the English "Thorgar" (Collingwood & Co), the Icelandic "Tulipop Animated
Series" (Tulipop); the Dutch "Doopie" (Submarine), the Luxembourgish and German
"Millie" (Fabrique d’Images/WunderWerk), the Finnish "Royale Sisters" (Pikkukala), the
Irish "The Lost Letter" (Dream Logic Animation Studio) and "Hare and the Prisoner" (Ink
and Light), the Spanish "DinoGames" (Dream Team Concept) and the Italian "Leo Da
Vinci" (Gruppo Alcuni).
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As part of the Cartoon Connection Awards, three Korean projects ("Animal Rescue" by
Hong Dang Moo, "Botos Family" by Comma Studio, "The curious world of Linda" by
TakToon") were presented at Cartoon Forum 2017 in order to expand collaborations
initiated at Cartoon Connection Asia.
Shaking up more classic programmes, young adult projects carved out a nice audience
for themselves, with "Brazen" (Agat Films & cie); "The Survival of the Species" (Xbo
Films); "Chicken of the Dead" (anoki), "Autocafet" (Kawanimation), "Romanticism" (Silex
Films). The success of these projects demonstrates that there is an audience. Linear
broadcasters who do not provide slots for this audience yet should observe this change
and reorganize their time schedule to attract the new generation of adults.
The three projects from the Region ("AVNI, Unidentified Friendly Oddity" by Milan,
"Chicken of Dead" by anoki and "The Survival of the Species" by Xbo films) had a real
success during their presentation, broadcasters and investors gave positives feedbacks,
suggesting optimistic future results.
As every year, leading studios were present and successful: Dandelooo, TeamTO,
Millimages, Folimage, JAM Media, Cyber Group Studios, Kavaleer, Xilam Animation, …
amongst others.
And of course, all the major buyers attended the Cartoon Forum - including France
Télévisions, CNC, The Walt Disney Company, DreamWorks Animation Television, Amazon
Studios, MoMedia TV, CANAL+, Super RTL, RAI, Netflix, BBC Children, TF1, Lagardère
Active, NRK, M6, TVC, ZDF, Nickelodeon, SVT, …

Cartoon Tributes
The aim of the Cartoon Tributes is to reward outstanding achievements, companies or
personalities that have had a positive and dynamic influence on TV animation industry
over the last year.
The Winners 2017 are:
•
•
•

BROADCASTER OF THE YEAR: France Télévisions (France)
INVESTOR/DISTRIBUTOR OF THE YEAR: Beta Film (Germany)
PRODUCER OF THE YEAR: Dandelooo (France)

And this year, a Tribute of Honour for a special personality has been given to Patrick
Eveno, General Director of Citia and of the Annecy International Animation Film Festival.
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Spotlight on Poland!
For the second time, Cartoon Forum put the spotlight on a country. Poland, more and
more well-known in the animation sector, has been chosen to be the spotlight country
to go under the full limelight of the media.
The seventy-year history of Polish animated film has led to the creation of some notable
works of art. Polish animation is synonymous with artistic craftsmanship and mastery
and over the years made its mark at international festivals and has been an inspiration
for artists throughout the world. The animation industry in Poland has shown a great
potential over the last few years and now, there are more than 30 active animation
studios in Poland. In 2017, the budget for development and film production amounted
to PLN 94 million PLN (21.3 M EUR). The allocation for the production of animated films
its approximately 20 million PLN (4.6 M EUR) (including the production of TV series, films
for children and youth and animated films).
Polish animation appeared as a constant thread throughout Cartoon Forum:
presentations of Polish studios during Croissant Shows, Polish Party , …
Out of its five selected projects, one in co-production with Italy was particularly
successful: "Leo Da Vinci" by Warsaw Movie Home (and the Italian Gruppo Alcuni).

The Coaching Programme
For both activities, CARTOON encourages young talents to develop their own projects.
The "Coaching Programme" is a unique training initiative to enlighten a group of
students on the world of the animation industry and challenges related to project
launches. Students and teachers attended the programme from 9 training schools in
Toulouse and 13 students coming from one Polish school.

A public event "Les Toons débarquent!"
"Les Toons débarquent!" is a local initiative to promote animation in Toulouse and in the
region for the general public and young people in particular. The 2017 edition ran from
14 July to 15 September in Toulouse and will continue to run until 5 November in the
Occitanie / Pyrénées-Méditerranée Region.
Organised alongside the Cartoon Forum, it offered a wide range of appointments for
animation cinema lovers: open-air screenings in Toulouse starting in the summer where
the complete family enjoyed great animated features, a preview screening of the feature
film “Loving Vincent” at the ABC Cinema and theatrical screenings of several films in
presence of their director.
Moreover, school sessions throughout the week highlighted the heroes of the animated
series born in Toulouse and in the region and introduced to 2.200 children to the
different animation techniques.
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About CARTOON FORUM
Created in 1990 to boost the co-production and distribution of European animation for television
and new media platforms, Cartoon Forum has helped 711 animation series obtain financing to
the tune of over 2.5 billion Euros.
The main partners of Cartoon Forum Toulouse are Creative Europe - MEDIA, CNC (Centre national
du cinéma et de l'image animée), Occitanie / Pyrénées-Méditerranée Region, Mairie de Toulouse,
Toulouse Métropole, Casino Barrière and France Télévisions.
The next edition of Cartoon Forum will take place from 10 to 13 September 2018.
About CARTOON
CARTOON is an international non-profit association based in Brussels organising Cartoon Forum,
along with Cartoon Movie, a co-production forum for feature-length animation; the Cartoon
Master training seminars; and Cartoon Connection, a programme intended to explore ways of
reinforcing cooperation between EU and non-EU animation professionals.

Cartoon Forum Director:
Annick Maes - annick.maes@cartoon-media.eu - Tel: (+32) (0)2 242 93 43
International press:
Gerardo Michelin - gerardo@latindie.com - Tel: (+34) (630) 57 22 68
French press:
Nathalie Collin - nathalie.colin@coklicotcommunication.fr - Tel : (+33) (0)6 50 91 93 37
Images
The list of selected projects can be found at this link:
http://www.cartoon-media.eu/cartoon-forum/cartoon-forum-2017/discover-theprojects-2020.htm
Poster of the event and high-resolution stills of the projects available for downloading
in the Press Area:
http://www.cartoon-media.eu/home/press-login.htm
Password: cftoulouse2017
Pictures of the event:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/35940214@N05/sets/72157685951858940
To download a picture, click on it, then click on the arrow on the bottom right and you
can download the size you want.
Copyright: © CARTOON
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